A DVANCED CARE Y ORKSHIRE T RAINING
Train the Trainer
Advanced Care Yorkshire offers a number of courses, including
The 3 day Train the Trainer.
This training examines all areas of presentation, and can
effectively train trainers to then in–house train their company’s
employees
At the end of the 3 day training program, delegates will be asked
and expected to be able to present of a topic of their choosing
which may or may not be relevant to their day to day work. The
training will encourage, through personal, group and trainer
feedback the growth of individuals as excellent presenters.
This Three day course is half theory and half practical, and
includes:
Day One - Icebreakers, Learning styles, Training
practicalities, things to consider when planning training, Tips
to become a top trainer, tutor or teacher, Planning a course
and effective course content, effective communication, and
recognizing and dealing with problems
Day Two – Presentation skills, - which includes written,
verbal, non verbal, (physiological and tonal) archetypal states
and winning states, How to construct compelling speech,
using metaphors to activate visual and auditory senses, Use tonality to drive motivation and
curiosity, Use both inductive and deductive learning styles, Recognise and utilize group leaders,
handling any mismatching or heckling, Generate ideal learning and teaching states, Drive
positive states and outcomes in others
Day Three – Clear Language, - Know how to handle questioning, objection and criticism
resourcefully, build rapport by learning to understand an individual’s needs by listening to
their language and noticing non verbal communication,
Training methods: Tutor led theory work, practical demonstrations and sessions, simulation and
group discussions. Candidates will take away with them a comprehensive course handout.
Assessment is a thorough observation and assessment of all practical elements and personal
presentation followed by a test paper, On successful completion of the course, students will receive
a Certificate. Employers will receive all necessary paperwork to provide an auditable paper trail
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